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CliAPTBR I

8R/EFDFSCRIPTION OF THE PROBLEM AND RESEARCH

rhterraciak interaction disability, is an abstract

term used to describe the differential, behavior of persons

from different racial backgrounds when they are working

together in a task-oriented, interracial group. (Cohen,

1967) As the term suggests, repeated inequalities in per-

formince czlerge among members of different races when work-
., ._

. ins together. It is believed that part of thisimbalance

reflects the differences in expectations that are held by

(me :acc for members of a different race.
.

Theso differential expectations for members of

different races grow out of thoso generally held beliefs
.. .

wIltch Are historically and currently in existence within

0.10 society. For example, in.this society, a person with

%lack skit: lc generally expected to be less able in ace

demic areas of performance than a person with white skin.

.(Ketss, Epps, Axe loon, pp. 77-83) In an interracial task..

Oriented group the reinforcement of these differential

expectations occur° when the power end prestige order
.

emerges and systematically favors people with white skin.
.

Given this reinforcing cycle of beliefs, expectations,

differential performances, and further confirmation of

1
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beliefs, a self-fulfilling prophecy is established and it

.is difficult to change.

The theoreticafframework for understanding the

proiess of interracial interaction disability is provided

by sociologists in the theory of statue characteristics

.and expectation states. (Berger, Cohen, Zelditch, p. 29)

The theory attempts to formalize a large body of experi-..

mental findings in small-group research. It postulates.

an underlying expectation structure which mad' manifest

by the power and prestige order. The theory states the

scope conditions under which a given diffuse status charm .

acteristic.becomes'aetivated and the process by which the

general expectations held for a specific state of the dif..

fuse status characteristic becames associated with the

specific skills required to perform well: on a new task:

The emergence of interracial interaction dieability

is in interesting phenomenon in itself. But from en

educator's point of view,'and particularly a praetitiOnarti4
t.

.thle important to know hot. to reveres or stop* the negative

effects of unfavorable expectations which are based on

irrational characteristics such as race. two Investigators
..
.. .

eve studied this phenomenon and have attempted to alter

the negative effects of race in an interracial group setting,
"

6. .

Both 1. Katz and B. Cohen have worked independently in

studies with students who possess black and white skin

color. The different interventions used by Katz and Cohen



have been called assertion training and expectation

training, respectively.

Aspertion and expectation training have focused

on the behavior of low-status members in the goup,

these studies the black students. The essential idea is
. .

to set up conditions whereby the low-statUs members per

'f'Orm as well or better than the high-status members on a .

.

new task. Ho7efully the beliefs and expectations begin

to change after this intervention such that low status

Amebas:II will now be viewed differently (more positively)
.

by the high-stiltus'members. .Virificatioh of these changes

is based on observation in another new post'eintervention

task. .

As reyiewed later in this paper) the intervention

treiningprOcedures of /,Kats and B. Cohen have been weak
e .

in changing the behavior of blacki when compared,to the
. ..

behavior, of whites. The research reported in this paper
.

is based on a different experimental attempt to change
.

the performance of blacks when working together with whites.

the expectation training devised for this study

was based 'on' social learning principles as developed and
.

empirically tested by'A. Bandura. The intended effect of

the expectation training was to directly change the behave

tor of low status performers. Social learning principles

suggested roue' powerful techniques for accomplishing this

Amine in a short. time period. Basic components such as
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peer modeling of desired behavior and guided participation

and encouragement frOm a high-status-role model were cow.

bined in a treatment procedure (for this study).' Although

these social leariting principles have not been used previ-.

ously in systematically changing behavior in a bi-kacial

situation, the empirical work of A. Bandurs and others

suggested their applicability to the interracial situation.

(Bandura, 1969, pp. 143-167)

The basic design, scoring system, and task used

insthis:study is a direct derivative of the work of E. Cohen

with whom I'have worked as a student for three years. The.

attempt was to change the status ordering of black members

that emerges in a four-man interracial group by using an

expectation training based on social learning principles.

The results of the expectation training were compared to
.

the results of control groups with blacks who received no

special training.

. The findings from this study are considered a

relevant part of a series of studies aimed at establishing.

In an empirical manner the conditions necessary for equality

of educational opportunity to take place in our schools.



CHAPTER II

THEORETICAL PERSPECTIVEPLACING THE PROBLEM OF INTER-
RACIAL INTERACTION DISABILITY INTO A RESEARCH FRAMEWORK.

There are many ways of thinking about race and its

effects on educational outcomes. One approach used by

many sociologists is to place the terms race and racial

stereotyping under the more abstract heading of "statue

characteristic."

The term status characteristic has been used and

defined many ways. Following the earlier work of Hughes

and the more recent work of Berger, Cohen, and Zelditch

a status cheracteristic.Atands for an evaluation. (Berger,

aohin, Zelditch, 1966) The evaluation consists of a gen-.

eral statement of comparative worth: a person with one

ante of a status characteristic is better or worse than

another individual with a different state of the sane

status characteristic.
:..

there are many examples of status characteristics
-
.in our society: race, sex, occupation, wealth, religion,

.

and hierarchical position. Since'the early 195014 soci-

..clogists have done a number of studies showing how status

characteristics predict the power and prestige order in

task-oriented groups.
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The authors of these studies generally 'did not

mention the term status characteristic and performed their

studies independently and under a variety of experimental .

conditions using a wide range of tasks. it was not until

the early 1960's that Berger, Cohen, and Zelditch built a

more general theory about status characteristics and their

effects on group processes based on these earlier expert-

mental studios.

The research of Slater is typical of the small.

.group studies and influenced my own work. Slater, who

:worked under Robert Bales at Harvard, was concerned with

the.emergence of role differentiation among initially

°Status-equal participants in task-oriented small groups.

..(Slater, 1955, pp. 300-310) His subjects were male col-

:legs undergraduates who were asked to solve as a group a

human.relations problem. Each group was given a time

limit to discuss the problem and reach a decision as to

what.should be done.

The interaction for, each group was scored by
.

observers and these interaction profiles were compared to

individual responses on post meeting questionnaire items.

slater asked the group participants four questions: who

contributed the boat ideas, who did the most to guide the

. discussion, how well did you like the other members, and

who stood out as the leader.
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One of the important results of Slater's research

was the high correlation between the amount of talking a

person did and. the ratings he received fox best ideas,

post guidance, and leadership. The average intercorre-

lations for the above items with the total amount of talk-

ing is .80.--(Slater, Table 3, p. 302) The high

intercorrelation among these indicators of power is an

important point that justifies the significance attached

to Initiation rates in my own research. Slater used only

subjects who were initially status equals but dtiring the

process of group decision making differentiation invariably

occurred and a stable status hierarchy emerged. Soon after

Slater did his work a number of other investigators showed

holt specific status characteristics could predict in advance

eaob person's group role and position in the status

hierarchy.

In studies of jury deliberations) Strodtbedk found
. ,

that two variables, sex and occupation, could predict .

'initiation rates and influence over final jury decisions.

(8txodtbeck, James, Hawkins, 1957) pp. 713-719) Caudill

showed how professional poiition in a mental health hos-
t

pita, affected decision-making during conferences.

(Caudill) 1938) Torrance goes one step further by showing

ho* Air Force hierarchy can extend its influence into

problewsolving areas that have nothing to do with regular

Air Force duties. (Torrance) 1934, pp. 130-140) Katz)



whose work will be reviewed in more detail later in this

thesis, did a series of studies showing the effects of

race on power.and prestige orders. (Cats, Coldston,
eft

Benjamin, 18, pp. 123-141)

Probably the most disturbing and powerful effect

of a status characteristic is its ability to carry with

it a general expectation and evaluation into new tasks

requiring new skills that have never been previously am-
,

elated with the particular status characteristic. Thia

process by which a status characteristic diffuses into new

situations and affects the expectations members hold for

one another, which eventually is reflected in the emerging'

power and prestige order, and in turn is re enforced by

differential 'evaluations of each member's performance, has
.

been formalized into the theory of status characteriitics

and expectation states. It is this theory with its stomp

tions, scope conditions, and major hypotheses that under»

lies the study' reported in this thesis.

The main elements of the theory can be stated as

follows. A diffuse status characteristic is defined,

When the conditions assumed to be necessary for activating

the diffuse status characteristic (D) are stated. Follow»
.

ing this an assumption is made about the process. by which

a diffuse status characteristic spreads to a new situation

requiring a skill that has not been previously related to

the diffuse status characteristic. A third assmmption

S

a/.
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states the process by which a balanced assignment is made,

linking the positively. .valued state of the status chirau-
.

teristic with the high state of all skills required to

perform the new task.

The fourth and last assumption states that the

obsavable power and prestige order in a group will be a

reflection of the underlying process which assigns differ-

ential values to members of the group who possess different

states of a diffuse status characteristic; (Berger,

Cohen, Zelditch, 1966)

Definitio6 1: A characteristic D is a diffuse
status characteristic if and only if

(I) the states of D are differentially .

evaluated
(2) to each state, x, of D there corresponds

%
.

.a distinct set Dx of specifically asso-
,,.

ciated, evaluated states of character-
istics, an

(3) to each state, x, of D there corresponds
a distinct general expectation state, GESx,". having the same evalUation as the state Dx.

(p. 33)

in the study reported here, race, as determined by

Akin color, is the diffuse status characteristic.' Tito

specific states of D (race) in this study are black and

whtte and these states* have differential evaluations in

*this society. The set of characteristics associated with

black skin color was documented by Johnson in "The

Atereotype of the American Negro." (Johnson, 1944)

Although this historical work is now dated, the generally

held ram, cist stereotyping of Negroes has not disappeared.



The Riot Commission Report of 1967 stated firmly that

white racism stood out as a major factor in causing dis-

'content among,non-whites in this society. (Riot Commission

Report, pp. 203, 206). The negative association made with

black skin color results in a general expectation of less

cOMpetent performance for blacks than for whites. This

attitude is not only held by whites but also by blacks.

The doll study of Kenneth Clark is a poignant demonstration

of how negative racial stereotypes are held by young Negro

ch4.1dren. 'Clerk presented pairs of black and white dolls

that were identical in every respect except skin dollX.

Two of these dolls were brown with black hair and two were.

.white with yellow hair. Tlie dolls were presented to

253 Negro children who varied in ages from three to seven
. _ . , .

. . 4,,

and in regional origin. The children were asked to choose'

Among the dolls which one they would like to play with,

. *die It one was a nice doll, which one looked bad, and which
,

one,igad s nice colOr. Regardless of age or region Negro

children overwhelmingly preferred the white doll and over-

..whelmingly chose the "colored" doll as looking bad.

(Clark, 1941, pp. 602.611)

What are the conditions for activating the general v

..expectations of a diffuse status characteristic? How can
.

..we describe, generally, the situation,in which racial

stereotypes will be 'used as a means of deciding who is

capable of performing a task and who is not? This
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decision is ,of ten made irrespective of the individual's

own abilities.

Four conditions are required for activating, the

diffuse status characteristic. (Berger, Cohen, Zelditch,

1966) First, members of the group must perform a collec-

tive and valued task which means they must take into

account each other's behavior and the different outcomes

of the task can be viewed as successes or failures.

A

. Second, the task must require some form of ability

-such that one state of the ability is more likely to lead

to a successful outcome than another state of the ability.

Third, it is assumed that no one has ever previously

. associated the ability to do the task with any of the mem-

bers.of the group. IL

Fourth, members of the group are assumed to be

differentiated on the basis of a-single external status

characteristic. These conditions fora! the important scope

conditions of the theory. The procedure section of this

thesis discusses how each condition hrs been met in the

current study.

When we have a situation that involves people with

a certain status characteristic performing a task requir-

ing certain specific skills, it is important to dnderetand

how the states of the status characteristic become asso-

ciated with the states of specific new abilities. Once

the task begins, participants start making suggestions



as to how the group shall proceed in Order to achieve a

successful outcome. The dilemma for group members is to

. form some baste, for deciding whose ideas are best.

Particularly if the task is ambiguous, that is, there is

*mot an immediate rule which tells everyone which ideas are

correct and which are not, then group members must look

elsewhere to decide who is more likely to have good ideas.

At this point the differential expectations associated

with the diffuse status 'characteristic are very helpful.

-They help everyone to decide who can be expected to per-

:form well at the new task. Unless there is a specific

reason to the contrary, members will assign the high

tability of the new task to those members who generally

tare expected' to perform well.

In thcase ofei black students the expectationrbas

c41 negative assignment and blacks are expected to do poorly

.fatisost new tasks when being compared to whites. The

diffusion of negative expectations would probably be

,reversed if the task involved athletic, music, or dancing

;abilities due to specific expectations about black sups-

;riority in those areas. Most of the evidence found in

fauPport of the theory of status characteristics and expec-

ctetion states shows that once a status hierarchy has been

,established with regard to a specific task it is extremely'

difficult to change that arrangeMent.'
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One reason why a status hierarchy is unlikely to

change is the assumed connection between the underlying

expectation structure, operating within each individual,

and the observable power and prestige order. Theobserv-
.

able power and prestige order consists of four verbal

interaction components! task performances, action oppor-.

tunities, positive evaluations, and negative evaluations.

When added together, these components form the basic ini-

tiation index and the varying rates on interaction among

group members, as measured by this index, serves as a con-.

firmation of the differences in the underlying expectation

structure. A numbs,. of studies have been done by Berger

and his associates verifying the assumed relationship

between differential expectations and a stable power and

prestige order. (Berge.. and Conner, 1969) A. main finding

of the "Dartmouth" study was that as time passed, rigidity

in the Status structure increased. That is, once a status
.

ordering emerged, there were very few subsequent changes

in the rank order positions of group members as measured

by.the basic initiation index during later time intervals.

The "Dartmouth" study by Berger has another important.

finding. In one condition of the experiment, an individual's

expectation for his partner's ability was manipulated into

a high or low entegory. In this situation the status

ordering emerged faster and was more rigid than among

groups that had.members with initially equil expectations



for each other. (Berger and Conner, 1969)

Moore did a similar study in which he manipulated

the expectations of junior college students for their

partner while they performed a co-operative, ambiguous

task. The task consisted of making judgments about a

series of slides each of which showed two rectangles filled

with varying patterns of black and white squares. The

task demanded, first, making an individual ,decision as to

which pattern has the greater amount of white area and

then, second, making a joint decision with a partner. The
C.

decisions were made on a mechanical, console in front of .

each participant and the information each person received

about his partner's choice was manipulated by the console

to guarantee disagreement ninety per cent of the time.

The, critical choice came when a person had to make a final

decision after receiving the manipulated information from

his partner. It was predicted that the status of the

individual compared to his partner would be the crucial

factor in determining how often he would change his origi-

nal decision. Moore foUnd that low-status persons were

more likely to yield to their partner's choice in this

decision-making task. (Moore, 1968)

Summarizing these studies, their results are impor-

tent in understanding that a status hierarchy, once formed,

is unlikely to change over time. In addition, differential

expectations for self and other is a good predictor of each
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member's position in the status hierarchy. Finally, dif-

ferences along a single status dimension is a good pre-

dictor of differential expectations which leads to

differences in power and prestige.

The attempt in this thesis was to teach and moti-

vate individuals with low status to observe and practice

a pattern that approximates high-status behavior. Thus

we wanted to see if our training procedure was sufficiently

strong to bring about a Change in the behalkor of low-

.-status members when participating with high-status members

on .a co-operative task. Such changes in overt behavior

should, theoretically, reflect changer which have taken

place in the underlying expectation structure within each

stember of the group. A change in the underlying expects-a
Lion structure c4nnot be verified directly; it is assumed

Co bt directly linked to the emerging power and prestige

order as measured by the basic initiation rate and an

influence measure. In the study repoited here, race

becomes the basis for predicting low status and high status.

is assumed that in an interracial task-oriented group

etudents who possess black skin will be expected to per-

form less competently than students with white skin.

c: Two separate investigators, I. Katz and E. Cohen,.

have worked to change expectations and performances of

bi-racial groups by use of an intervention technique. The

essential features of assertion training as used by Katz
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'mil-racial groups are as follows

1. Blacks and whites perform a shared task,'
2, Blacks receive differential amounts:of-

inforpation that guarantee equal status
behavior.

14
Whites are placed with blacks ip the tea"
situation where whites can visibly see
rival status behavior by blacks,

Katz used math problems where he rigge4 th4 cope

rapt emigre for blacks 50 per cent of the time and then'

pepant ted that the black subjects would perf9r4 $4 I OR"

petent'menner, (Katz and Cohen, 1962) Prior to theisser
. ,

tion treinfnE ?t,J.ihen again. after the trainini:s048100,-

pairs of black and white 'college students were esklid to

lodice the length and areas of geometric objeets4 064100

eus pictures. Although the black student? did inrovei,"

their apiliti to influence their white partners in the

post-test situation, the author was unclear at to w4c

prlduged the effect. .We have no indication thaq the Us*

bectime more assertive in the post-test situation. As the

author suggested, it may have beep tilt the whiteslerii

simply more acquiescent in the experimental fituagon.

is interesting to note that Katz reported en inQXeas

it 'the hostility of whites toward blacks as fxp!ss!!4!t

postAmeeting questionnaire, The hostility tocik the fox
. . ,

fa Atte subjects saying they woull prefer t 1144 AO
. t r-.,.

;another pArtner and that they did let. want to return

do a similar expect=-* with flie same partner. ?bp 100reimp

4p hostility, if. perceived by blaae ditortngrthe expe4mrmti/
! .
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treatment, would run counter to Katz's theoretical mumps

Lions about the conditions under which blacks will behave

more assertively. According to the author's 'assumptions.

any Increase in perceived threat should inhibit black per

formance. (Katz and Cohens 1962)

Cohen began her research withthe same problem as

Katz--hew to improve the competency of the blacks in a bp*.

racial situation. But her analysis of the problem differed

from Katz. Cohen used the assumptions and guidelines of

status characteristic theory to design a series of experia

vents. The intervention she designed has been labeled
. .

expectation training and its main eiements aro as follow:

1. Blacks receive a training procedure that
teaches them highly competent behavior for
a sp2eific task.

2. Whites receive a neutral training procedure
which neither hinders nor helps their per-
formance on the oame specific task.

3. Blacks and whites work together on the specific
task and independent observation is made
concerning the relative competency of each
participant. (Cohen, 1970)

Dr. Cohen's firet study attempted to gain a base

line of behavior and tictablioh some empirical verification

fat' the assumptions and predictions of status character

/*tic theory. In this case the subjects were junior high.

Ichool boys who played a verbal game of chance and strategy
.

involving fourteen group decisions. During a gime, two

pairs of black and white students played together As a

team. The theory predicts interaction profiles and influence.
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The main results of.this first study confirmed the

tions of the theory. In about 70 per cent. of the groups)*

whites held the first and the second ranks in interaction

and were the most influential 80 per cent of the time.

(Cohen, 1969, p. 15)

In a second study Cohen used the building of a

radio crystal set as an expectation training. In this

'Oise, the fourman teams of black and Chita students

played the strategy game first, then built the radio

...crystal set after blacks bad received a superior set of

building instructions, and thin played the strategy game ;

a Second time. The results from this second experiment

have been analyzed, and were disappointing in relation to

the Rain hypothesis. The differences between control

groups and experimental-groups were negligible with whites

generally in control of the task in both variations of

'experimental treatments. (Cohen, 1970)

MOW could we strengthen expectation training pvo

cedures, within societal limits, in order to prodUce a

mote consistent and effective change in the status order-

ing and to achieve a distribution of interaction which

.approximates equal status for black and white students?

:when X refer to equal statue conditions, I have in mind

behavioral measure. Two measures are of special impor-

tance in ascertaining the status ordering: first, the

,
total initiation index which is simply a measure of the
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total number of times a person speaks to the group and,

second, an inflUence measure which is the number of times

the group accepts for its final.decision a suggestion frost

an individual. These measures have been reliably used by

Cohen in her studies. (Cohen, 1969, pp. 9-15).

Equal status. conditions within a single group

would imply' that the initiation indexes were of similar

quantity for blacks and whites and that influence would

be evenly distributed. among all members. Previous empirical

research, using initially equal status members, tells.us

that such eqUal status conditions are very rare to find in
-

problem - solving groups. At some early point in.the group

decieion,making, differentiation of roles otcurs and matins

throughout completion of the task.

The problem faced black students is a eeriOus

coutAn this situation. The status characteristic of black

skin connotes a general and diffuse set of negative expec-

tations, particularly when he compares, himself to the

white student. For example, why would whites expect him

to 0o well on a verbal task? Particularly if the white

student has already seen the black perform on a verbal

iasjc:and the black said very little, there is little basis

gor anyone to expect a change.

What io needed is a strategy which attacksoore

directly the basis on which the status ordering is being

.established. if verbal skills are the means by which a

.1.

vl J
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person.establishes a high-status position for himself in

4 task situation, then verbal skills are what must be

changed directly to affect the status ordering.

Implicit in this research and the intervention

designed for this study are some basic assumptions about

behavior and the conditions that lead to behavior change.

Yellowing the ideas of Bandura 1 have assumed that behavior

ie not exclusively controlled by internal needs and drives.

Instead much observable behavior is a response to external

rewards and punishments that exist in a social interaction

system. The system of rewards and punishments that are

Perceived by an individual constitute a set of contingen-

cies which tend to maintain or extinguish behavior.

These assumptions help explain the social learning

viewpoint about the relationship of attitudes to behavior

dhange. Festinger in hisreview of the literature found

a very low correlation between any reported change in

attitudes and a subsequent change in behavior. (Festinger,

1964) However, when ehe relationship is reversed, Bandura

has found considerable association between a change in

behavior and a change in attitudes. (liandura, Blanchard,

Ritter, 1968) A behavior change is brought about by alter-
.

Mg in a systematic fashion the set of contingency responses

that-'are maintaining a specific behavior. Our first goal

in "changing the behavior of low-status individual:II. to

specify what behaviors needed changing and what new

behaviors we would like to establish. The assumption bore
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is that a change in behaviors, under proper conditions,'

would lead to a change in attitudes.

To accomplish this goal, I watched the video tapes

of the interracial groups in Cohen's two previous. studies.

For each group I had data on the initiation rates and

thus could select groups on the basis of different racial

status orderings. In "those groups where blacks were not

influential there were apparent skill deficits. That is,

the black participanti not only tended to speak infra-

quantly but when they did, their sentences were too often

.very brief. (Cohen, 1969, p. 26) As a result, if the

group did not respond to a black participant's suggestion,

:he often remained silent for a considerable period of

Ames. Black subjects rarely used coalition behavior as a

.means of winning the groCip over to their ideai. Further;

At was rare for blacks to defend their ideas with a lengthy

idiscussion about the merits of their plans. These °beer-

tyadons summarize the main behavioral deficits that I

.,observed watching the video tapes.

c: Second, the novelty of the Stanford laboratory

settiag and the Navel experimental procedures seemed to

generally inhibit some black students from participating

at all. This was particularly striking in cases where a

black individual would hardly speak a word throughout the

study but as soon as he was taken home again and reached

. his own local neighborhood a torrent of discussion would
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Paced with these two problems, skill deficits and

experimental inhibition, social learning theory suggests .

some principles and methods for changing the behavior of

black students. Bandura has found that models, either as

peers or with high status, can ba effective in demonstra-

ting and inducing subjects to try new behaviors. (Bandura,

1969, pp. 143-167) Peers can be particularly effective in

demonstrating new behavior, especially when subjects see

that no aversive consequences follow. (Bandura, 19691

p. 128) In addition, guided participation at the encourage-

ment of a high-status model affords the subject. a chance

to practice new styles of behavior. Such practice is par-

ticularly effective when done in small increments each of

which reAults 4.n successful accomplishment. (Bandurs,

1969, pp. 161-161) Although most of these procedures have

been developed to change subjects who suffer from neurotic

and pathological symptoms, these P rocidures have alio been

used more generally in the classroom to establish behavior .

change. (Staats, 1965)



CHAPTER III

RESEARCH DESIGN AND METHODOLOGY

The basic design of the study was experimental in

a natural field setting. Within certain limitations,' the

design meets the basic scope conditiono as set forth by

status characteristic theory.

The study was conducted at three different junior

high schools in two communities. In general, the social

oleos composition in one community is middle and upper

Middle class., Two of the schools are located in this com-

OunkY. The second commuaity is largely a lower middle-

dials community. A more complete and detailed description

of the two communities and the student populations in the *.

respictivo schools can be found in Chapter VI.

All of the schools were integrated with varying

percentages of racial composition. The four-man groups

were drawn from within each school and consisted of two

black and two white students.

The design of this experiment follows the scope

conditions as sot forth by status - characteristic' theory.

The scope conditions aro critical in establishing the basic

social situation in which a status characteristic will be

operative. Four scope conditions have boon paraphrased

'3
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from status characteristic theoey as defined by Berger,

Cohen, and Zolditch. Following each paraphrase are con-

crate descriptions of how this study attempted to meet

such conditions.

Selection of Sub acts:

Scope condition from theory: I. It is assumed that none
of the individuals has speoific expectations for himself
or another person in the group relevant to performance on
the task. (Berger, Cohen, Zelditch, 1966, p. 34)

Since all of the subjects within a group attended

the same school, were of the same sex, and in the same

odds level, there was a good chance that this condition

mould be violated on several occasions. Particularly if

.
a subject shared an academic class with another person, he

pay have had definite ideas about the specific verbal and

.intellectual ability of that individual. Keeping the above

constraints in mind, we chose a.blaok and white student

sample from each school that would enable us to tun ten

groups per school.

It is important to try to give some evidence as

to how often this first scope condition was violated.

;Sine we had access to class schedules, it was possible -

cto
arrange our groups such that no two members in a group

. .

shared a math or English class together. Occasionally we,

were traced by circumstances to place. together twogsub-

jects who shared a foreign language or social studies

class. Many more violations occurred regarding physical
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education classes. In the absence of precise calculationh,

about twenty-five per cent of our groups had two group.

members who shared a physical education class. The reason

for this violation is obvious; the physical education

classes are very large. However, the author has no evi-

denoe that this particular violation of the scope condi-

tion posed any special problem for the experiment. Also

it'could be argued that expertise in physical education

skills has no relationship to the experimental game of

strategy,

The final selection of subjects at each school

was accomplished in the following manner. School coun»

gselors provided the project director with a list of all

male black etude a in the seventh and eighth grades.

trcm this list tw,nty mete chosen, randomly, at each.s.ctoots

Then the project director went to the school class

Ales and randomly picked out names. If the student were

biliend white hd was included in the ,sample. 'Cards were

picked randomly until all groups were filled.

The forty names or ten groups at each school were

presented to the school counselors. They wore asked if

vhy of these students consistently failed most subjects

or received the best grades in any subject. In those

Vasco whore individual students wore designated by cam..

**lore as extremely competent or incompetent based on

grades, such students wore dropped from the lists and new

nsmos replaced them.



she reasoning here was that for purposes of a

short and brief intervention we did not want the sample

. contaminated with individuals of exceptionally high or

low ability. Instead r© strove to create thirty groups

Consisting of students in the broad middle range of abil-

ity. On the basis of class schedule, no two subjects who

shared an academic class were placed in the same group.

In addition, based on their homo acdress, no group had two
.s

subjects who lived-in thb cams immediate neighborhood.

Scope condition from theory: IX. It is assumed that the
participants within each group differed on a single external
statue characteristic (raco) and that this Vd8 the only
observable difference among the participants. (Berger,
Cohsn, Zelditch, 1966, p. 35)

TO wet this condition we considered what othey

coin external status variables could influence our results.

petal class, social powar, age, and sex wore considered

Op. main external variables. Clothes or specific knowli.

'Age about an individual'e home were the main indicato:s.

of social class. General eineend bulk were used as an

Andicator of social ptwo among bop).

As mentioned in tho previous section, age was con

$rolled by kcerihe grade level constant. All of our groups

00km-composed of boys in (seventh or eighth grades. Sive

posscontrolled by hpiftu,. "1 a..". 0N-0% of Owen%

.rrerOrr. L-11 --- 5 inches), medium (over

5 feet but not tall), and small (under 5 feet). Each



group consisted of subjects in the same size grouping.

Xn this study, social class was not precisely con-

trolled. In addition to the problem of trying to control

for many variables and still being able to compose 'a

group there was a specific applied reason for not con-

trolling social class.

Social class as a status variable works much the

same way as race in establishing expectations for per-

formance. Thus itmhites tend to have a higher social

class than blacks, the higher social-class position rein-
.-

forces the high expectationi Of race. Xf the social-

class position of whites and blacks is the same, then the

effect of race will determine the order of expectations.

Mthe social-class position of blacks is greater than

whites, this condition Wuld confound the results on thew .

retical grounds. Based on an observation of thede facto

segregated housing arrangements we assumed that in general

the social-class position of the white students would be

higher than the black. Actual data dealing with this issue

for our sample is reported in Table 9.

ASsuming wo were correct about the relative social..

digs. position of the white students, what is the antics-

paled effect on our results by not controlling this very
4-

poperful variable? By allowing whites the advantage of

social class it will be more difficult to change the status

ordering of whites relative to blacks who hold a lower

moneIM.m6gyalogne..
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social-class position.

On theoretical grounds this is not the.most desir-

able situation unless you have specifically designed your

study to test the relative strengths of race and social

class as two independent variables. This is not the pur-

pose of this study but there are good applied reasons for

not worrying too much about this contamination of Chi

independent variables.

At some point in this research .or future research

we would like to have specific advice for .a school system

or classroom teacher who wishes to overcome thi deleterious

expectation effects of race. The argument would be that

the closer we come to dealing with a reality setting in

designing our interventions, the better would be our

chancei'for overcoming some of the unanticipated effects

of transferring the results of a laboratory to the school

setting.

The other two scope conditions in status charac-

teristic theory refer to task conditions that are

required for activating a diffuse status characteristic.

Scope condition from theory: III. We assume that the '

subjects are required to perform a valued, collective
task, By saying the task is valued we mean that some
outcomes of the task are considered a success and others
are considered a failure. By saying the task is collec-
tive we mean that the subjects must interact withleach.
other in order to solve the task. (Berger, Cohen,
Zelditch, 1966, p. 34)
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The task in Chia study is the same one used by

Cohen in her previous work. It is a game of strategy'

"et/led "Kill the Bull." The game is played on a board'

two feet by two feet.. The object of the game is for the

team to win as many points as possible while moving from

a starting position to a final goal. Each team has four-

teen decisions or rolls of the die to win points and reach

the goal. prior .to each turn the group mu.lt choose what

seema to be the best path among a number of alternative

.paths. After the group has decided which path to pursue,

'the host experimenter rolls a die and moves a marker the

number showing on tho die. Each space has a number value

on it; some are positive and others are negative.

"'" From a atatistical or rational point of view there

.isno best path in this game. Almost every possibility

...

'has 'good features and dangerous features. The average

score in a game is usually a positive value somewhere

close to one thousand points. Group scores have ranged

from a high of four thousand pOinto to a low score of minus

'one thousand. It is a rare event for any group to score

lessthan zero total points although it is a fairly cos
.

Anon event for a group to wander away from the goal and not.

reach it within the required fourteen turns. In Appendix A

the task has been described in some detail.

In explaining the rules of the game to the stu-

dents, it is emphasised that this task requires group
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participation and that everyone must agree with,the final

group decision. The host experimenter makes sure that

decision making is not done by a single person or indi-

viduals by turn in order to avoid discussion. In either

C480 he reminds the group that this task requires group

effort each turn and the decision must be agreed upon by

everyone,

Scope condition from theory: IV. We assume the task
requires a specific ability and that there are different
states of this ability. With one state of the ability we
expect successful performance and with another state of
the. ability we expect failure. (Berger,. Cohen, Zelditch,
060. p 34)

In the current task there is a considerable chance

eXement that determines success or failure for the group

decision. Nohetheless in a postmeeting'questionnaire

given by Cohen during her
4k

first study using this task;

two-thirds of her subjects believed that the task required

as much or more skill than luck in performing successfully
t. .

on the task. The skill in this task appears to be the

ability to choose a path with a high likelihood of success

tor the group and defend that path against other atoms-
1.

five suggestions that could be made.
'

EAREELItatIl B nvironment

This study took place in each of the three schools

mentioned on page 23. In each case the schools were ablo

to provide us with a makeshift utility room or extra
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classrooms in order to conduct our work. Each group was

notified in the morning, of the day of their actual par

ticipation. An experimental session lasted one class

period of fifty minutes. In general, our staff ran two

or three groups each day,

The staff itself was integrated. The director of

the project was white, the four observers were all females,

two white and two black. in addition there was a role

model for the black students who was a male, black, recent

high-school graduate, and the host experimenter was a
t.

mali graduate student from India,

. The neutrality of our host experimentef was

achieved partly by standardizing his role interaction

with:thdyoung student participants, partly by his neutral

browh.skin color, and partly by his serious demeanoriand

elippea accent. The latter factor seemed to establish a

serious task atmosphere for the students and forced them

to listen carefully if they were to follow the instructions.

.Since the study was conducted on site at the

school, it can be assumed that, unless we intervened,

,within one or two days of running the study every student.

in'the school would know all about our routine. The inter-.

vention we established gave us considerable confidence

.that each group faced a unique experience and did not

receive any advance information from their peers. This

air 'of silence was maintained in the following mannori -
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at theend of each group's participation the director of

the project gave all four boys a contract to sign as he.

read the contract to the students. A copy of the contract

can be found in Appendix B. In effect, the participants

were requested to remain silent about the study; they

signed an agreement which said they would keep silent,

and they were told they would receive a dollar at the end

of the entire study at their school if there were no

information leaks. .

bperimental Procedure

1. Pour boys arrive outside the classrooms where the

(study is being held and are asked to .sit quietly in prepa-.

'ration for the instructions.

17:. 2. Host experimenter, tells the four boys they are

participating in a unique experience. They are to play a

:gems of strategy which none of them has ever played before.

It is assumed that everyone will try his best, but that.

.there is no way of knowing how well any one individual

will do. Rost experimenter then says that before playing

the actual acme each participant must receive some instruc-

tions. The instructions are given on a smolt TV screen

and therefore the group must be split up into two pairs

while receiving the instructions.

3, Host experimenter allows each boy to take a card

with a number from one to four. He then asks each
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participant to tell him the number he picked and then

appears to assign the students randomly to two different

rooms to receive the instructions, Of courses he always

arranges it such that the white students go to one'room

and the black students to another, but this pairing has

the appearance of a chance happening rather than someone

saying the two whites go that way and. the two blacks come

over here.

4. The black students are met by the black role model

and go to a separate room from.the.white students who are

met by one of the staff observers. The actual staff

observer who gave instructions to.the white students was

varied with each group, hopefully maintaining a standard

approach but avoiding a systematic bias.

5, The white students receive the same instructions

regardless of whether they are in a control or assertion

training condition. The procedure for white students

lasted eighteen minutes and consisted of three parts.

a) an eight-minute film on the history of
games in America. Students saw a video
tape film made at an elementary school
with a dialogue explaining certain common
features in everyday school games.

b) a two-page questionnaire was given to each
white student asking him whether or not
he played a wide range of indoor and out-.
door games and how much he enjoyed playing
those games.

c) a tape-recorded set of instructions used
in the Cohen study in conjunction with a



facsimile copy of the actual game board.
The cepy of the game board was similar
enough to the actual game board to gain
an idea about tho game, but insufficient
to provide Any preconceived ideas about
a best path to falow.

6. The black students received ono of two treatments

depending on the experimental condition. Xn the control

condition they received the: same procedure that the white

students went through. Xn the e:Tectation training pro-

cedure there were there ,essential oteps.

e) Step one - a brieR introduction to the
game o;! Kill the Dull on a facsimile copy
of the actual genie board, similar to the
white situation.

) Step two - th black role model then says
that o;:her groups have played this game
before and the participants might be
interestod in how a group plays this game.
The black role modol then plays a video
tape of a four-minute excerpt of one group
from the previous Cohen study. Following
the four-minute ecerpt the black role
model asks the black students to rate all
four members of the group he has just seen
on seven cO.teria. Following the rating
procedure, the rola oodel asks the black
participants to watch another four-minute
excerpt, just to cee how another group
plays the gn (Ufferently. Following this
excerpt there in another rating session
similar to ':he R1rst.

c) Step three the black role model asks
each black student three questions:
(1) now do you get other people to go

al=g with your ideas?
(2) What do you do if the entire group

wants to go in a foolish.directiqn*
and you see a better.path?

(3) What do you do if someone disagrees
with the path that you have suggested?
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For each of the questions the role model
has been trained to reinforce any response
in which the students say in effect,.
will continue to fight for my idea if I
think it is the best one available to the
grov2.

The excerpts that the black students see have some

important qualities. They were chosen from among twenty

different groups in the original Cohen study. In the

first group excerpt, the group interaction is lively, but

one black plsyer is clearly outstanding. He talks more

than anyone else, is considerably more influential, and,

in general, he dominates the play of the entire group.

in the second group excerpt the interaction is once again

very lively,.but this time the two black members work

together as a coalition to dominate the proceedings.

It is important to emphasize what is being accom-

plished by step three. This step is following the social-

feaining principle of 'guided participation, The intent

of this procedure is not for the neck students to prac-

tice deciding which paths they will pursue during the

actual game. That is impossible since the facsimile copy

4f .the game board does not have any paths or values that

are similar to the actual game board. Instead the role

4iodel is encouraging the black students to articulate gen-
:

eral principles that will guide their participation..

After asking each of the questions in step three the role

model gets a response from both. black participants and
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tries to encourage any response where the black student

says that he will Coatique'to try to persuade the group

to accept his idea for a team path to follow.

Following the various training procedures bOth

pairs of blacks and whites return to a central' meeting

place and are now ready to perform the task.

The task is a game of strategy called "Kill the

Bull," and is described in detail in Appendix A. Prior

to entering the game room each participant draws a number

'randOmly from one to four which determines his seating

'position during the game.

once inside the game room the host experimenter

;

points out to the participants the small television camera.

die informs them that this.camera is transmitting a picture
. A

with sound to the next room where observers are watching

;Ito see how well everyone does.

The group now begins to play the game of strategy

and observers score initiation and influence measures.

At the end of the game the project director brings out a

'abort, written contract which is signed by all the partici-

:Pants. The participants agree that they will not tell

c:
anyone in their school about this study for one month and

'in exchange for their secrecy they will receive one dollar.

t. . .

Methodology; 'Data Collection

The primary data for this study were collected

during the game of strategy played by two black and two
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white students. The data consist of an initiation and

influence index.

The initiation measure is a gross index based on

a unit score for each uninterrupted speech segment. Not

every speech is counted. Both nonrelevant comments to

the task and comments directed at the twat experimenter

were not counted. The unit of measure does not differen-

tiate length of speech or quality of speech; it only indi-

cates how often an individual speaks to the group. Crude

ai the measure may be, it does correlate highly with many

more sophisticated and more complex scoring system cate-

gories. Cohen, in her study, used a modified Bales Scoring

.Syatem, consisting of performances, action opportunities,

pcssitive evaluations, negative evaluations, and receipt

of-initiation. Each of those categories correlate highly

with the total initiation index. Initiation rates were

scored during the study by two independent observers who

.watched the participants on a large television monitor in

a separate room away from the experiment.

The influence measure was also scored under the

saMe'conditions.as initiation rates by two independent

obsetkfers. The influence measure consists of two parts:

unique suggestions and paths followed. j1guU puggestiont

**re scored each time a participant verbally or non-verbally

explicitly proposes a path or strategy for the group to

follow. Paths Followed are scored each time the group
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agrees to follow someone's unique suggestion as.the group

path. Paths followed is the fundamental indicator of

the influence measure.

During the control and expectation training'pro-

cedure several pieces of data were collected, some of it

useful and some not. In the control situation the white

and black subjects fill out a contrived questionnaire

about indoor and outdoor games. The queotionnaire was

designed to take time but not to reveal any information

'relevant to the study.

During the experimental condition, black subjects

in the expectation training watch two four-minute excerpts.

of previous groups who have played "Kill the Bull." In

this situation the subjects watch black students who are

verbally aggressive whiplaying the game with white

students,

-After viewing each excerpt a black role model

gives the black student participants i rating form. The

student; were able to see the video excerpt again without

sound in order to remind them of who was playing the game

and where each player sat. The black role model asks the

two black students to rank order each game player on seven

different Criteria. The seven criteria are: (a) who said

the most during the game, (b) who had. the best ideas,

(c) who did you like best, (d) who do you think is the

best fighter, (e) who 5.s wearing the sharpest clothes,
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(f) who would you want to play like, (g) overall, who was

the best player.

At the conclusion of the study in each school,

data was gathered about the abilities, achievement-scores,

IQ test results, and parental baaground for each student

. in the population.

Summary of Design and Statement of Hypothesis

The study takes place in a field setting at three

different schools. Each group is composed of two black

and two white students assigned randomly to either an

experimental. or control condition. Fourteen group's were

run for each condition or a total of twenty-eight groups.

in the control condition both blacks and whites
ty.

receive the same neutral training procedure including the

basic rules for playing the game of strategy. The train-

ing is given to die whole group, separating racial pairs

into.two different rooms.

In the experimental condition black subjects

receive an assertion training while the white subjects

receive the neutral control training procedure. Following

the training period the group re-assembles in the game'

room and the game of strategy. Observers score inf.-

tiation and influence to document the emerging power and

prestige order for each group.
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The main hypothesis tested in this study is the

followings a status ordering, based on a diffuse status

characteristic that would form on a co-operative group

task, can be altered by utilizing the social-learning

techniques of peer modeling and guided participation to

modify the behavior of .low-status participants.



CHAPTER IV

RESULTS OF PRIMARY ANALYSIS

4-

The main hypothesis to be tested is that an expec-

tation training, utilizing social-learning principles, can

change a status ordering that is highly related to the

value of a diffuse status characteristic. There are three

.main comparisons to consider in order to test our hypothe-

sis. First, are we correct in our assumption about the

power of the positive state of the diffuse status char-

acteristic, in the absence of interventions, to predict

the.power and prestige order? To answer this question we

will, look at the control Condition where blacks and whites

iecei've the same preparation to perform the new task--a

.
'Preparation that, theoretically, does not favor anyone.

Second, assuming we are correct in our first pre-

diction that blacks will be in subordinate status post-
.

tion compared to whites'in the control condition, we will

look at the experimental.condition. In the experimental

cpnditton the black students receive the expectation

training. In this case we will compare the status rankings

q. the blacks with the whites to see if an equal status'

distributionwereachieved or a status arrangement that

favors one race over the otberI4ereforsued.
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Third, we will compare the situation of the black

students in the experimental condition with the perform-

anceof the black students in the control condition. Our

piediction is that the status position will show a,marked

improvement for the black students from control to expert-

mental.

There are two primary measures used to determine

the status ordering in this study, rates of initiation

and influence. Other small-group work, particularly that

_of Slater, gives us confidence that rates of initiation

correlate highly with such perceived qualities as best

leadership, most guidance, and best ideas. (Slater; 1955)

Rates of initiation also correlate with other categories

in the observable power and prestige order: performance,

action opportunities, pbeitive evaluations, and negative

evaluations. (Cohen, 1969)

The influence measure used in this.study is the

Second important indicator of the power and prestige order.

It is the same measure as that used in the Cohen study

cud it tells us whose ideas were most accepted by the

group in their fourteen final decisions.

1.. Tables 1 and 2 are the most helpful in looking at

.vitiation. rates as an answer to the three comparisons

relevant to the main hypothesis.

Table'l summarizes the frequency that a particular

rank order position was held by black and white participants
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TABLE 1

AMBER OF TIMES A RANK ORDER POSITION WAS HELD BY BLACK
AND WHITE SUBJECTS BASED ON INITIATION RATES --

IN TWO CONDITIONS

.010=1.

Condition Race

Control
na56

1.....
riot Ranks

Average
Low Ranks of all

Ranks..-1.1=11
Black
na28 2 9 6' 11 2.93

White
na28 .12 3 0 3 2.07.

Black
na28 6 IA 4. 6 2.36

Experimental
na5O

White
na28 8 2 10 8 2.64

N re 28 Total Four -Man Croups

a
.TABLE 2

MAN 1ZUMBER OF ACTS INITIATED FOR BLACK AND WHITE SUBJECTS
RANKED 1V ACTIVITYFOR TWO CONDITIONS

Ira0.61.4..7.,ty=...==..

Condition

Hi n Acth.ty_ Low7Activitv
"-glace Totalsace

Black I White I _lack II White II black White

Cohtrol.
Mean Acts
Per,. Game

Duper.
Mean Acts
Per Game

1NImmgama..m

37.0 44.7 23.3 31.8 30.1

44.7 I:0.1 37.3 '28.4 41.0

18.2

34.3

hig56 n*56

in the experiimental and control conditions. In the last .

co'i..17" the rank order frequencies for all subjects of a

given rm.. In. each condition are averaged to give a mean

rank score.



TABLE 2A

STATISTICAL COMPARISONS OF INITiATION RATES BY RACE AND
ACTIVITY CATECORY FOR TWO DIFFERENT CONDITIONS, CONTROL

AND EXPERIMENTALUSING THE MANN-WHITNEY U TEST
111=d

Compariions Groups

Livel of
Significant
Differences

Control
111

1 Black I versus White I
37.0 < 44.7 P .< .05

2 Black II versus White II
23.3. '< 31.0 < .01

3 All Blacks versus All Whites.
30.1 < 38.2

Experimental

4 Black I versus White I
44.7 > 40.1

5 :n37eck II versus tglite II
.3 > 28.4

.15 All Blacks versus All Whites
41.0e-> 34.3

Experimental and Control

7' Black I (E) versus Black Y (C)
44.7 > 37.0

Black II (E) versus Black II (8

9

-10

<

Not significant

.p < .01

P <.,403

p < .05

C)

P < .01

Not significant

Not significant

37.3 > 23,3

White I (E) versus White I (C)
40.1 < 44.7

White II() versus WHITE II(C)
28.4 < 31,0-........rew..=1..

If we use a chcnce level model the average rank

.or a. group with four ranks would be 2.5. This is deter-

-.nee by edding the ranks and dividing by the number of

group members. The value of 2.5 is a helpful baseline'



figure in other ways.' Any average, above 2.5 indicates

the collection of individuals was especially likely to

.hold low status positions when they interacted with a dif-

ferent typo of individual in groups. An average below 2.5

indicates the opposite situation these individuals were

more likely to hold the top rank order.positions on

initiation. (Rank 1 m the high man)

Table 1 provides important information for the

first comparison between'black and white subjects in the

.control group. We see that whites hold the'top rank 86%

of 'the time (12/14) and that whites hold the first or

second ranks 61% of the time (17/28). The difference in

average rank orders is more striking. The average rank.-

fcefwbite subjects is 2.07 compared to 2,93 for black sub

jects. These data support the prediction of greater

agtivIty for the white race in thecontrol groups.

What happens in tho experimental situation? We

n69 consider the second comparison relative to our main

hypothesis. In this situation we see that whites are same -

What more likely to hold the first rank (8 vs. 6) but

when the top two ranks are combin'd eighteen blacks are

in,--'one_a_tbefie..two_ranks but- only ten whites, that is,

in 64% of the experimental groups blacks hold one of the

high-ranking positions.

The average rank of blacks in the experimental

. condition is nnio below the chance lovol of 2.3 at 2,36'
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while the white average, of necessity, is above 2.5 at

2.64. Thus the black students in the experimental situ'

ation not only improved their position from the control

but ended up holding a slightly stronger overall ranking

than the white students.

These same data allow us to compare the positions

of only the blacks in the experimental and control coals.

tions. Since the number of groups is the same in both

conditions we can directly compare the frequencies thit

rank order positions were held by blacks. The results

show blacks held the higher two ranks with more frequency

in the experimental condition than they did in.the contra

'situation. Using rank orders gives us just one reflLotion

,of what takes place in an experiment. The actual initi

ation rates gives a n %lift clearer picture of how partioi

sation was distributed in the groups.

Table 2 presents the average in'tiation rates for

black and white subjects in the two different conditions,

experimental end control. In addition, the information

in Table 2 is presented for each individual ranked by

activity rate within thp two races. In other words, one

'of the two blacks in each group i3 selected by initiation

rate as more active and he is categorized in the table ea

Nigh Active." The whites in each group are ranked and

categorized in the same way. Thus we can maki racial cow'

parisons within relatively active and relatively inactive

categories.



Looking at 'fable 2 we can add some information to

our main assumption that whites will dominate the task

activity in the absence of an intervention. The first

row with the heading "Control- -Mean Acts Per Came" 'shows

the pattern of white dominance of initiation rates in the

control condition. The more active whites average 44.7

units of interaction per game compared to the more active

blacks, who averago 37. The less Active whites are simi-

larly more active (31,8 mean acts) than the less active

blacks (23.3 mean acts). Combining both activity cote-
c.

govies, it is not surprising that the total white average

initiation rate is higher than the black initiation rate.

Again, we see a pattern of white dominance in the control

gtOup.

Moving to the second comparison, which is con=

earned with the effect of our expectation training, we

On look at the second row of Table 2 titled "Experimental -

Mean Acts Per Came." Here a different Pattern emerges

than the one we saw in the control condition. The more

native blacks now average a higher initiation rata than

tile More active whites. This pattern is repeated again

For the less active blacks. In the experimental groups,

the less active blacks talk more than the less active

IA-Rtes. According to the index of initiation rates: the

status ordering in the experimental condition is tha

reverse of the control condition.



Table 3 reports the same basic information as

Table 2, only the initiatiOn rates have all been converted

TAME 3

MEAN PERCENTAGE OF TOW. INITIATION FOR BLACK AND WHITE
SUBJECTS RANKED BY ACTIVITYFOR TWO CONDITIONS.....

Nigh Activity, _Low Activit
Race ace Totals:

Condition Black / White / Black II White II Vac Whiter....am=...
ControltMean .

% Group Init. .27 .33 .17 '. :23 .44 .56

Exper :Hean
% Group Init. .30 .26. .25 .19 .55 .45

11....
. .

'into percentages. in the control condition white subjects

account for S6 per cent of the interaction. This situation

ehanges in the' experimental condition, as mentioned before

. in Table 2, where black subjects now account for' 55 per

cent of the total interaction. Table 3 repeats the inter-

action patterns of Table 2, the statue ordering which

favors the white subjects in the control condition are

reversed in favor of the black subjects in the experimental

condition.

The results e. Tables 2 and 3 raise an important

(question which will be dealt with in the interpretation

:4ectionl do you accomplish improvement of black Odom-

once at the cost of diminishing white activity? The main

comparison to be made is the change in the whits subjects'
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initiation rates from the control condition to the experi-

,mental condition. Tice results of Table 2 show that both

white activity groups lose an average of four units of

initiation from the control condition to the experimental.

This decrease, however, is not significant using the Mann

Whitney U Test. (Siegel, 1956, pp. 116-127).

The influence measures gives us another independent

indication of any changes taking place in the status order-

. ing. The results are summarised in Table 4,.where influenpe

. Oem .w.
TABLE 4

INFLUENCE MEASURE: TOTAL NUMBER OP UNIQUE SUGGESTIONS AND PATHS
FOLLOWED FOR BLACK AND WHITE SUBJECTS IN EXPERIMENT AND CONTROL

CONDITIONS RANKED BY ACTIVITY

Con- Influence Hiith Activity Low Activity Totals
di Lion Measures girfok7rWITErf black II Whfte II Bittk:White

Total
Suggestion 119 155 60 90 180 245

Control
Total

. Paths 53 89 16 40 69 129

Total
Suggestion 145 124 ,.86 85 231 209

1Xper.
Total
Paths 91 99 32 25 123 74. .

am....ml11......EMI.+...000

Attempts and successful influence attempts are totaled by

rice. activity rank, and condition. Our vathod for

sating those results will involve the same three compd

'sons we made for initiation rates, in the control coniitim



whites in each activity category 'de more influence

attempts and were more influential than the blacks in their

respective categories.

In the experimental condition the more active

blacks made twenty-one more suggestions and were almost

twice as influential as the more active whites. Among

the less active blacks there is no difference in suggestion

rate between the races, although the less active blacks

were slightly more influential. As in the initiation rates,

blacks in all categories improved their rate of suggestion

and amount of influence from the control situation to the

experimental situation.

Expectation Ttgg gesults,

During the expectAtion training each black pair

of'participints watched two, four-minute, video-tape

excerpts of previous groups who have played the game "Kill

the Bull." Following each excerpt ths.two black subjects

were asked to rank order all four participants that they

watched on seven different measures. The results are sum-

'wised in Table 5 for the two video tapes, A and B. The

values in Table S represent the average rank order assigned

to each psrticipant by the twenty-eight black subjects in

the experimental condition. For each video film the over-

all results of rating the black role model are clear. The

first two questions refer to skill at the game while the



TAB 5-
KEAN RAMC GIVEN TO PE moms nig TRAINING nits BY BLACKS

ma TASK =AVM 1.1Z PDXSONAI. CHARACTERISTICS

Taw, A. _,....._...-_. Ta e B
-Target - Target

. Questlors Waite I Waite II Black Black II White 7.1 mite I Black n 3lack

A
Mo:;t

Talkiitive 2.6 2.9

Best Ideas 2.2 2.9
C

Most Liked 3.1 3.3
D

Best
Fighter 3.5 3.4

E
Best

Dressed 3.4 2.4

1.0 3.1 3.7
.

1.2 3.2 -3.4

.1.3 2.3 3.6

1.5 1.6 2.4

2.3 1.9 3.7

2.6 2.5 1.3

1 2.4 2.6. 1.5..

3.0 2.2 1.3

3.6 2.5 1.4

2.3 1.7 2.3

n 28 no-28

(a total number of blec.k subjects vba glade ratings of films)

si
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last three items are personality-impression questions.

The results show that the target black receives'the high-
.

est rank on every questl.on except for item B.

Tapes A and B were originally chosen for somewhat

different purposes. Tape A ha* ono black who clearly is

in control of the entire group. Tape B shows two blacks

working in coalition to influence the group. Still, one

black is dominant but the other black is active in his own
-

way and the two often work together to influence the group.

The results of Tape B show that the average rank

order of the lese active black is almost the same as the

more active white. On the more personal items (C, D, and

E) the less active black was ranked higher more often than

the more active white.
.4k

One curious result, somewhat an anomaly, occurred

with item E which asked the blacks to rank order the video.

tapi participants with respect to who was.wearing the

sharpest clothes. The results indicate that the less'

Wive black was usually ranked highest and the more active

target black commonly held position two or three. Why

did a deviation occur on this one item? No explanation .

is available, None of the staff ever saw any marked dif-

ferences in clothes.

On the last two items, question p and 0, Only ones

answer was required. (See Table 6) We asked, "Who would

you like to play like"; and "Who was the best player?"



TABLE 6

mamma= OF BLACK SUBJECTS WED CHOSE A SPECIFIC PEER
MODEL AS TEE 1:40ST OUTSTANDING PLAYER ON TWO ITEMS

Tape A Tape B
Target Target

Questions White I White II Black Black II Waite II White I Black II Black

Desire to play IlIce .04 .04 p ,.83 .09

G
Overall beat player ott .10

.17 .05

.87 .23 ,05 428 .67

zr28 a28

53



In film A, the target black was named the outstanding

player on both items more than 80 per cent of the dm%

In film B, the target black was named the most desirable

player 78 per cent of the time and was named the best

player 67 per cent of the time. The less active black in

film 8 was named the best player 28 per cent of the time.

The main value of the ratings in the expectation

training is that the results answer questions as to Whether'

our experimental blacks saw and identified with the

.behavior we were trying to inculcate. The results also

show the degree to which outstanding performance in the

task area correlates with a general personality evaluation.



CHAPTER V

INTERPRETATION OF PRIMARY RESULTS

The results basically confirm the hypothesis that

an emergent status ordering based on a diffuse status

characteristic can be changed by utilizing social-learning

principles. According to status characteristic theory it

would be expected that whites would dominate the groups

In the control group situation. This prediction is con-.

firmed by the results. Tables 1 and 2 give an excellent

"overview of the White dominance in the control situation.

In Table 1, it is clear that whites tend to hold
-ix

the top two positions more frequently than blacks. In

'Able 2, each white activity category has a considerably

high9r mean rate of initiation than the respective black

activity category. Both of thole differences are signifi-

cant at the .05 level using the NWnn-Whitney U Test. (See

Table 2As pi 58)

During the experimental condition the pattern of

white domination changes markedly. Again, referring only

to tables 1 Aid 2 we can see how the black participants

.thenged their positions in the status ordering. Taible 1

shows that blacks now hold the top positions more than

60 per cent of the time.. Table 2 now shows that in the



experimental condition each black activity category has a

higher-mean initiation rate than the rospective-white

categories.

*Table 2 reinforces the conclusion that change has

occurred between control and experimental conditions for

blacks. It is particularly important to note the degree

of change for blacks when divided by activity level in

their groups. The moat active blacks improve from an

average of 37 unita of interaction per game to almost

45 units. Even more inpressive is the change for less

active blacks. Their activity rota jumps from an average

of 23 unit of interaction per game to 37 units, slightly

more than a 60 per cent average igcrease it talking. This

result is particularly ot'riking because in previous studiei

done-by Cohen a consideiatle number of black participants

said almost nothing throughout the experimental treetment.

The issue of improving the activity rates of quiet blacks

sdemed to be n formidable task during 'those studies.

Given the current result in the study, as shown by Table 2,

the problem sew much less severe.

That accounts for the difference ia activity rates.

among black participants in the control and experimental

situations? The argumnt to be made is that the.expecta-

tion training technique based on social-learning principles'

WS the essential difference,.
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First, we must/be confident that the simple popu-

lations of blacks and whites were similar in the control

and experimental situations. Information was collected

after the study on' each participant based on the sihool°8

official files. The results of this information are

reported in Tables 7 and 8 (pp, 6849 ). The main conclusion

to be drawn from the data is that, after dividing the sample

by race, no substantial differences in IQ scores, English

achievement, and math achievement occur in the experimental

as compared to control eondition.

The .black experimental population reports a some-
.

what lower IQ and lower math achievement scores. it should

be pointed out that the differences between our black and

white ,populations in terms of parent backgrounds and school

performance is substantiai.

The lack of systematic differences between our

control and experimental black students gives us more con-

fidence that the observed differences between the two

groups was a function of our differential training pro-

. cedure. Looking at our expectation training, what are

the, main elements a that treatment procedure?

On n theoretical level there are two element() in

our expectation training procedure. First, the black

students observe a black peer who is an aggressiv6 role

model in playing the game. Based on the data presented.

In the previous chapter we have strong evidence that the

M'Alliat: ;;NIE
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black students during expectation training rated the target

black as highly competent and indicated that they foe

would like to play aggressively like the target black.

Bandura suggests that in order for.modeled behavior to be

acquired it is important to consider the social conse-

quences received by the model when he acts aggressively.

(Bandura, 1969, p. 128) On this basis it is significant

that our black role models in the video tape received no

aversive consequences for acting aggressively and, instead,

the role model was generally rewarded beedtise.the gio4i

;accepted his ideas as to the final group suggestion.

Second, a high-status, black role model 'provides them with

pane guided encouragement in being aggressive. In this

situation the high-status, role model could positively
I

,reinforce any desire to be verbally aggressive. Responses

.Are elicited through the three questions he asks the black

participants. All three questions ask in different ways,

what can you do to overcome any resistance you might face

from the other members of the group. As each participant

fuggests his own way of dealing with the rest of the group,

therole model can reinforce all of his aggressive responses.

HOW mucn did each of these social learning procedures

contribute to the differences in initiation rates between

the experimental and control groups? The present data

does not allow us to suggest how much change can be attrib-

uted to each intervention procedure. Neither can we
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answer any questions about whether or not the same effect

. could be achieved by only one procedure rather than a

combination of procedures. All thut can be argued from

this data is that the above two social-learning principles

when converted into a series of concrete procedural steps

were able to change the activity rates of black partici-

pants in an interracial task.

The ability to change a status ordering.based on

racial differences increases our confidence in applying

social. - learning principles in future interracial situ-

ations. The fact that the differences reported in this

study are the outcome of a single twenty-minute interven-

tion should be emphasized. The power of social learning-

principles suggests that if such interventions were applied
.

consistently over a period of time the effects might/be

much more lasting on individuals who initially were con-

gidered low status by virtue of skin color.

Ti:' results of the study should not be interpreted

as suggesting educators could immediately create conditions

of "equal educational opportunity" for non-white members

iR integrated schools. Such a conclusion goes far beyond,

the data at this time, but given some future steps forward

in the research, such a statement now seems more probable.

Before conditions of "equality of educatiohal

opportunity" can be achieved in a classroom several impor-

tant research questions still need to be answered. First,

1441
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how can one effectively break up a status ordering that

has previously emerged and has been previously confirmed

for a given task. In this study the task was newly intro-'-

duced to the participants, and we told the students we had

ne idea how well anyone mould do. The situation in a

classroom is strikingly dif6rent. Students work in sub-

ject areas throughout the academic year and have many

opportunities to confirm their expectations as to who will .

perform well in school.

Once educators are convinced they know how to

break up a status ordering based on a diffuse status charm

LIteristic for a specific task, then a new problem emerges.

This problem can best be summarized as finding the condi-

tions that will maximize transfer of expectations from

one task to inotber. if an individual because of his race

.fie: generally expected to perform poorly, then outstanding

performance on one task is not likely to generalize to a

general expectation for high performance on new tasks.

Whyte's Street Corner pocietx, which is not an experiment

but observation in a field setting, suggests that when

.low-status members perform well it is explained as luck

or as an exceptional day. (Whyte, 1955)

Let us assume that research in time will suggest

not only how status ArdAvings !mod on status character-

istics can be reversed but how conditions of transfer

. operate from task to task. in short, within a limited
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time period researchers may understand and be able to

demonstrate that in a technical sense, equality of educa-

tional opportunity can be achieved in a classroom or school.

As our technical ability increases researchers

would, be more confident about entering the complex and

sometimes unwieldy field situation where the reality of

status differences in worked out every day. In the field

situation not only are the problems and forces at work

more complex than the laboratory situation but less cone

trol can be exerted 'over the crucial independent variables.

Iinthe field situation there is a much greater reliance on

the good will and motivations of participants than in the

more highly controllable, small-group experimert.

This does not argue against the advisability 'of
-A

researchers taking their findings to field settings for

application; it only suggests that the gap between social-
,

science,, technical findings and corresponding changes.in

society's institutions may be decades apart.

Most of our analysis has focused on black behavior

aCnd changes in activity rates among blacks. How about the

white population? Although their attitudes and beliefs

were not manipulated by this study they faced blacks who

behaved quite differently depending on the treatment.

We know that blacks increased their initiation

rates from control to experimental conditions. We also

know that the rank orders and the relative status of
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whites dropped from the control to experimental condition

. as shown in Table 2. But it is important to look at the

changes in initiatiori rates for whites from control to

experimental. Although the mean rates for all whites did

drop slmewhat, the change is a small one and not statis-

tically significant, The meaning attributed to this could

be a significant feature of future experiments.

We never thought it a desirable goal to replace

control groups of white ,domination with experimental groups

of black domination. Instead we are seeking to establish

equal status conditions. The model for a condition of

equality of educational opportunity wan defined earlier

as a similarity in the distribution of performances or

outcomes for blacks and whites. The fact that larger

increases in black activity rates did not seriously sup-

press the white students' performance is an encouraging

feature of the experimental work. This interpretation

must be modified when we re-analyze the data in Chapter VI

after grouping the results according to the two different

Adties. /t suggests, tentatively, that increases in com,-

potency of low-status individnnls does not necessarily

cmove
to result in a depression of performance of high-

. .

status individuals.



CHAPTER VI

RESULTS OF SECONDARY ANALYSIS

This experimental study was carried out in two

very different communities. Because these communities

are different it is important to re-analyze the data after

di4iding our results into the two respective cities.

Before presenting these re-analyzed data.it is important

to discuss briefly the communities and schools from which

our student samples were selected. When comparing these

two communities as represented by the selected schools

and the small sample in ov experiment, there are three

main differences to present. First, the distribution of

high-status occupations is very different. Second, there

is a considerable difference in the school climates.

Third, the measures of student achievement on verbal and

mathematics tests are very different for our student

samples from the two communities.

Lot us start by presenting some general impressions

of the two communities. Two of the schools are in a sub-

urban city of approximately 50,000 people. In many impor-

tant ways the two schools are similar and for purposes of

discussion we will combine the two schools under the

heading "suburban school." The third school in our sample

63
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is:located in a "fringe" city, which borders one of the

large Cities in the Bay Area.

As communities there are some obvious differences

between Suburb and Fringe City. Suburb City has three

main neighborhood sections. For purposes of discussion

I wL &l talk about the neighborhoOd sections of Suburb City

by Wing titles that should give a partial visual impress

iOn of the community. First, there is "Old Town" neighs

berhood which consists of large and substantial older

homes built on the hills overlooking the Bay. 4014 Town"

geighborhood comPiOts of moderetetoftexpensive, ranch-

istyle homes also sitting on the hilt* ovetlootini the Bay.

The Now Town neighborhood has been built very recently snd

Sits in a series of cluster developments in one large sees
.64

tion of town. Both Old and New Town neighborhoods of

Suburb City are almost exclusively white. %Amer

orinkling of minorities exists in these areas constitutes

a small and unknown portion of the popillation. "flat

Town" neighborhood mingles with the downtown area of

Suburb City and spread to the flay shoreline. Although

white families constitute the largest percentage of people

living in this area, there is a considerable number of

pockets of all black and integrated neighborhoods,

Recently the School Board of Suburb City has

attempted to integrate the entire school system. In this

effort, the black children, the only significant %Omit),
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group in the population, have been given a choice of sev-

eral schools in an effort to establish ethnic balance.

The result is that black students constitute between five

and ten per cent of the student bodies in each school.

The community of Fringe City gives a very differ-

ent appearance. The town is squeezed between two low

mountain ranges and the result is that homes in this cow.

munity have neither a view of the Bay on one side nor

ocean on the other. The'housing is somewhat uniform

throughout. Almost all the homes are part of the post-war

building boom which took place in the Bay Area. The popu-

'. lar song about "Ticket'-Tackey Boxes" is one way of describ-4

ing homes in Fringe City. The population of this city is

near 40,000 with whites and non-whites tending to live on
.

different sides of town. In the school used for this'

study the ethnic breakdown was about 307. whites, 30% blacks,

SO? Mexican, and 107. other non-whites. This one school

selected for our study is considered to have one of the

highest concentrations of non-whites in its school popu-

lation. Most other schools in Fringe City tend toward a

high concentration of white students.

Given these overall differences between Fringe

tad Suburb City it is not surprising that the school

t,"
climates would also be different in the two cities. 'Although

Suburb City has had its share of racial flare-ups and hos-

tilities, there is an observable atmosphere of friendliness
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among the members of Suburb City snhoOls. Some teachers

often spend time casually with students on the playground

and several black male students openly display their

affectionate relationships with white female students,

Several teachers in Suburb City schools were very curious

about our study and in their discussiohs about integration

often exhibited a pride in being able to work in inte-

grated schools throughout the district. The counselors

gave evidence of spending considerable time in planning

,with teachers positive and innovative interracial experi-

ences. Overall the school has a serious but markedly

friendly, atmosphere while school is in process.

The atmosphere of Suburb City schools is in marked

contrast to the ono school we visited in Fringe City, At

Fringe City the climate-Of the school was filled with

daily tension and friction and an air of "just holding on"

or "making it" from month to month. The students openly

refer to the school as a prison and there is evidence to

back this popular expression about the school. Everyone

makes a fuss about hall passes and individual movement in

the halls is carefully monitored; failure to have a pass

is punishable. Empty rooms are always locked and liter-

ally sealed off to students. buying my visits to the

school playground at lunchtime, which was a daily routine

for two weeks; I rarely saw any open exchange between

students and teachers. On two of the days police were
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called to the school because of drug abuse problems which

created a noisy ferment among the students. On Nalcolm es

birthday the local high school slack Student Union pre-

sented a program to the junior high StuJcnte in an ._obvious

attempt at radicalizatiOn of the young. The junior high

students needed only a little encouragement and soon a

large shouting match ensued between students and teachers

and tho Vice Principal, who always tried to get in the

last word in any argunant. The counselors° office was a

favorite "hangout" for disruptive otudents who disliked

sitting in class. Slight die ruptiono would be an easy

cause for teachers to send certain troublemakers out of

the room tnd the guidance office provided s place for

reading comic books arid time for hours of good laughs.

In addition te'the guiditiee office, more regular trouble-

makers were sent to a special room where 'commercial tele.

*vision was shown all dsy long.

The guidance officials an,: a few teachirs paid.

'"lip service" to changing the curriculum or improving inter-

culturill relations but most teachers seemed to agree with

.tho Vice Principal who said to me more than once, "This

place is hopeless but somebody has to keep these kids in

line."

:'ringo City school teachers showed no interest or .

curiosity in our work or presence. Once / attended a

small staff meeting along counselors and social-studies
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teacherp who were discussing for the first time the use

of multi-cultural textbooks. The meeting soon bogged

dowil because every suggestion which implied teachers would

have to do something now or work longer on a curriculum

project was met with complaints about overwork. The net

result, of that meeting was no change.

Tables 7, 8, and 9 give some important background

information about the students, black and white, in the

two cities.

Table 7 shows the mean IQ scores.for black and

white students based on Cho Loge Thorndiko tQ Test. Hach

individual score represents an average of the verbal and

nonvarbal scores o) the test.

TABLH 7

AVERAGH IQ SCORE 01' BLACK AND WHITE SUBJECTS IN .SUBURB
AND 1RINGH CITIES POR EXPERIMENTAL AND CONTROL CONDITIONS

11=..=.1.1
rIn e

Race R*WlmentiTiColitrol kxper manta on to
',.....movol.Mifthamwal=mMIMIUMm1Mi

Black 88.5 98.4 86.3 89,5

White 110.2 114.3 101.2 109.4..-....+fterammor....oarlaw..=
tft36 nft3Z nu20 ne24

Table 0 stows the average nombor of year and

months each group of participants are either aheid br

behind the grade level norm for their ago group. The

scores represent a compWto verbal and tooth achievement
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acore hazed on the Stanford Achievement Tests. The verbal

score is an average of spelling, word meaning, and para-

graph meaning. The math score is an average of compute-.

tiOnskills, word problems, end math concepts.

TABLE 8

AVERAGE NUMBER OF YEARS ABOVE OR BELOW NATIONAL GRADE
LEVEL PERFORMANCE IN MATHEMATICS AND VERBAL ACHIEVEMENT
TESTS FOR BLACK AND WHITE SUR7ECTS IN SUBURB AND FRINGE

CITIES BY EXPERIMENTAL MID CONTROL CONDITIONS

lpm ..-
Suburb- City Fringe it

P mental confia-- Egimentat on ro
Race er ar.FEffr Vega at Vera l Ha t1 WaiT-RWTE

- -

Black .1.5 -2.1 -1.5 -1.4 -2.9 "1.7 -2.2 .0
White +0.1 +1.2 +0.6 +0.5 -0.2 -0.4 +0.0 .0.7

n -36 n42 n140 ns.24

Looking at Tables 7 and 8 together we can make

further inferences about differencei between our student

samples in the two communities. The black students score

significantly lower on IQ tests and achievement tests'

than do the white students. In addition to the racial

difference there is en overall school difference. Whites

.end blocks in Suburb sehcot tend to score slightly better,

On Achievement testa than their racial counterpart in

Fringe School. These differences In performances are In

line with the differences in the parental backgrounds

of each racial group in each school.
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is in a professional or managerial position in Fringe

City. C- the face of it the occupational distribution

for black and white students is not too different in

Fringe City except for unskilled labor. A common source

of employment for black fathers was a nearby shipyard and

many of the white fathers were truck drivers.

Table 9 gives this information and we can observe'

that almost no student, black or white, has a parent who

TAME 9

PERCENTAGE DISTRIBUTION OF FATHER'S OCCUPATION
INTO FIVE CATEGORIES FOR BLACK AND WHITE SUBJECTS

AT FRINGE AND SUBURB CITIES

Occupation
em

City Race ,Prof. Mgr. Skilled Skilled Unskilled Total

Black
Suburb

Mate

Black
Fringe

Mite

..15 .03 .19

.35 .20 .32

.00 .00 .19

.00 .09 .29

.30 .33 100% Oft34

.13 .00 100% n34

.27 .54 100% n22

.Z7 .35 100% li42

In Suburb City we can see that among white chit-

dren the majority of parents have professional or managerial

Occupations. The black children's parents are more spreasd

out into different occupational categories then it Fringe

:City but the balance is still in the direction'of.semi

skilled and unskilled workers. Overall the social-class

background is higher for children in Suburb City than



Fringe City, do measured by the distribution of occupations

among participants in this study.

The first part of this chapter has suggested that

the differences betwoon the two communities in our:study

aro sufficiently great for us to charaatovize Suburb City as having

a higher social-class context than Fringe City. Further

the climate of the schools in Suburb City is generally

viewed as positive while the general school climate in

Fringe City is hostile apd tnnne. Finally, the IQ scores

and Achievement levels of our student sample in Suburb

City was generally higher than those in'Fringe.City.

Given these differences betwoon the two communities what

impact did this have on the results of the study?

A secondary analysis of the data reveals some

interesting results. Thn analysis involves splitting the

data on the basis of the city in which tho subjects lived.

Tablo 10 givos two important pieces of information.

First, it summarizes tho mean acts initiated by activity

ranks within aue. This is similar to the procedure of

analysis followed in Tsblea 2 and 3. Second, the data

has now been split by city which is a general indicator

of social class. Two schools where nine experimental and

eight control groups wore run were combined under the

"Suburb City" heading. Ono school whore five experiments'.

and six control groups were run have been analyzed as

."Fringe City""' A yolatively low social -clefs area,
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TABLE 10

MEAN AND PERCENTAGE INITIATION RATES OF BLACKS AND WHITES
RANKED BY ACTIVITY AND DIVIDED INTO FRINGE AND SUBURB CITIES

FOR EXPERIMENTAL AND CONTROL CONDITIONS=0.=....=.=0.=.4
ActivaX ..Lott
Race Race

Condition City WrgErrINTErr vimr-rrisralm Total

Suburb
33.3 40.4 22.6 28.0
27% 32% 18% 237. 100% ni832

41.8 50.1 24.1' 3700
21?. 33% 16% 24% 100% no24

47.0 48.2 .37.4 34.0
28% 29% 22% 2E 100% n "36

Control

Fringe

Suburb

Expert-
FringeFringe

40.6 25.4 36.6 18.0ental
34% 21% 30% 15% 100% na'20

The results in the control condition are markedly

similar in both social:ciass areas. In both cases whites

are generally more'active than blacks and the percentage

distribution in each activity category is almost the same,

Table 10 shows that n racial activity category differs

by more than two percentage points when comparing the con»

trot group results for Suburb City with Fringe city,

The results among the experimental group are very

'different from the control group findings. The differ-

ences in the cities, school climates, end students Make a

big difference when the expectation training is adminis

tore& The Afferent social-class contexts appear to

effect the results m2tkedly. In the suburban city, among
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thy oxperimental groups, the top-ranking blocks and whites

were equally active; the same pattern of equal activity

rates held for the less active blacks and whites, In

addition, in Suburb City every category of racial activity

increased its mean initiation rate by.twenty per cent or

more when comparing the control groupa with the expert-

mental groups.

This pattern'of equal distribution between races

does not repeat itself among the lower-class sample.

Among the experimental groups both blacks were very active

when compared to the whites. In this situation the least

active black category has an average initiation rata

eleven units higher than the whites in the high-activge

category.

All of these paeteltns are re-emphasized in a dif-

ferent way in Table 11. In this table every group is camr

gorized as to city and condition treatment. After the

group participated in the study and the percentage of inf.»

tiation is calculated by race, the group is pieced in one

of three interaction style categoriest white dominated,

equal status, and black dominated. The doermination of

s group's interaction style is based on the amount of

initiation controlled by the members of one race.

The cutoff point is, by necessity, arbitrary

although clinically there is some evidence to support the

limits. By clinical evidence we mean that there is a
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TABLE 11

PERCENTAGE OP CROUPS SHOWING RACIAL DOMINANCE AND RACIAL
EQUALITY IN TWO CITIESFOR TWO CONDITIONS+ros

Total

100% n8

Condition City
White

Dominated
Equal
Status

Black
Dominated

Suburb 62% 38% 00%
Control

Fringe 66% 33% 00%

Suburb 11% '66% 22%
Experi-
mental. Fringe 00% 20% 80%

G.IMOI

On = the number of four -man grows)

relationship between what an observer watching a group

would record and the computational boundaries used to

determine the differonco botwoen a racially dominated group

and an equal status group, The method for doing this, is

100% n6 .'

100% n.9

100% TrI5

..1111.1

tot precise but probably satisfactory for this 1pvel of

analysis. During oach.game whidh was being scored for

initiation by two independent observers, the author of

this study made observational impressions of the group

.interaction and tried to indicate genekally if one racial

group seemed to dominate the intoraction. The observations

were compared to the observers' results for initiation

rates and we arrived at SS per cent as a cutoff point for

differentiating rectal dominance from equal status! Any

group whore one racial pair accounts for SS per cent or

more of die interaction is judged to be dominated by that



racial group. If the initiation rates for both races are

between 45 and 55 per cent, then the group is labeled

'equal status,"

Table 11 shows the general predominance of white-

dominated groups in the control condition regardless of

social-class context. No 61ack-dominated group occurred

in our control sample,

The large percentage of equal-status groups in the

Suburban City sample in our experimental condition is very

clear. Among experimental groups in the Fringe City

school Cho pattern shifts to ono of black dominance.



CHAPTER VII

INTERPRETATION OF SECONDARY RESULTS

The results of the experimental expectation

training produced very different effects in the two

ferent school communities. The results in Suburb City

show a marked equality in the distribution of initiation

ram. As an observer it was very apparent that in almost

all of the experimental groOps in Suburb City everyone was

able to participate in the decision making. Individual

aifferences showed up in every group but the importance

of race in predicting those differences seemed very slight.

In Fringe City 'school the expectation training

kesulted in an almost overwhelming domination by the black

participants. Both the more activo and lass active blacks

talked considerably more than either activity group of

whites. The differences are not only significant but con -

siderable in magnitude. The same point Li made again in

fablo 11 when the experimental groups at Fringe City

school produced fouf out of five black dominated groups.

The observational impression gained from watching the

experimental groups at Fringe City school was thitiboth

black students took over the game; the white students

were lucky to voice an opinion.

.76



Now do we account for this difference in tho

effects of our training procedure and what are the impli-.

cations for future research? My inclination is to con-

. eider the differential school climates as an explanation

for the differences in results. I have argued previously

that the atmosphere in Fringe City school was hostile and

tense. Throe ethnic groups constitute the bulk of the

ochool's study body: blacks, whites, and browns (Mexican-

Americans). Of the thrqo the blacks appear to control

the peer group's power structure. Playing fields aro

dominated by blacks during lunch and recess and some of

the black students have a "free run" of tho achool that

PP other group currently can match. That is, sato black

students are able to move in and out of different classes

and sometimes they do not arrive for attendanee in the

looming but come around school for a few hours each day.

c' At Suburb school not only is the black-student

population very small (ten per cent or less) but the

Atmosphere of friendliness do .o hot allow' for flagrint

pvleunts of bullying by any one parson or any one group

pyee someone else. At Fringe City I assume that our

expectation training primarily encouraged and legitimised

tho.prevalent form of bullying and therefore black stu-

ents carried out in the experimental game what they are

able to do in the informal peer structure around the school.



What are the implications for the differences in

results at the two schools? The results are very encour

aging at Suburb school. Raising the low-status, black-

student competency had the effect of also raising.the

performance output of white students. That is, Table 10

shows white students at Suburb school increase their

initiation rates, on the average, by twenty per .cent. when

comparing control to experimental groups.

Tits suggests that for the game and other school

tasks that learning in the classroom does not have to be

tero-sum tome. In other yards the cost of improving low»

status performance is not a deflatiOn of high-status per-

formance. Potentially this finding could have very

positive results in the school where teachers might be

very upset about any training procedure that consciously

tries to improve one group's performance at the expense

of another group.

The results of Fringe City school raise more dif»

ficult questions. On the Otstract level there is a theo-

retical and value position which must be explured. Status

characteristic theory has documented the emergoncy of

very stable status orderings based on the irrational basis

of diffuse status characteristics. Implicit in'much of

the research is the value position that giving people

power on the basis of a social-status characteristic

instead of demonstrated expertise on specific tasks violates



a basic value premise of a democracy where merit is to be

the judge of 4 man's ability.

Status characteristic theory has never attempted

to explicate a model of power distribution based on the

value premises of "equality of opportunity." We have sug-

gested here, borrowing from Coleman, a meaning for equality.

of opportunity but this value premise has not been

imbedded into any social science theoretical model. The

issue raised by the results of Fringe'City. is the possi-

bility that our expectation training procedures may have

the effect of replacing one irrational 'status ordering

with another. Paraphrasing the words of Camus, what you

have done is reverse the roles of the downtrodden and the

executioners.

At some point we must discuss the implication 'of

changing the status ordering in school based only on

:racial background. Potentially the techniques and prin

ciples developed in this research should not only be

applied to different racial groups but also to other groups

of individuals who perform poorly for reasons ocher than

limited braiii Capacity; The implications are that educa-

tion would have to cease being a zero-sum game. The pos-

r"Ality of improving one group's performance at the

expense of another leads only to a series of power struggles

that does littlft to improve the educational climate in

this society.
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Future Research

Now that this research study has been dope what

future research should be undertaken? My own priorities

are to pursue the following direction. First, I would

like to gain more confidence in some principles and pro-

cedures for changing an interpersonal status ordering

that already exists fo'r a given task. By an interpersonal

status ordering / mean a states arrangement that exists

not only on the basis of some diffuse status character-

isticilike race or social class but has been confirmed

on the basis of an individual's face-to-face performance

with a group of Individuals. In this case the behavior
e

of the host experimenter with his powerful ability to

make differential evaluations might be very useful in

designing an effective 'expectation training. Some of

these techniques have been used very successfully by the

Laboratory for Social Research at Stanford. In their

studies they have been able to successfully manipulate

the expectations an individual holds for another partner

by manipulating evaluations an individual receives for

performance on an ambiguous, task..

This next study would be a preliminary step for

trying to enter a classroom situation. Here I would like

to plan with a teacher a series of interventions that

would change the expectations held by non-white children

about their own abilities to do school work and also
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change the expectations held by white children regarding

the ability of nonwhites. to perform well in school.

In the classroom situation our main concern is

how a condition for transfer can be established. We may

be confident that we know how to train low-status indi-

viduals to perform well on a series of new tasks in the

preaence of high-status individuals. But how can this

outstanding performance on a few tasks transfer to a set
. .

of general expectations that low-status Individuals will

be able to do well on other, school tasks.

As stated earlier, it is my own judgment that

studies such as the one described by this thesis and the

.ftture studies proposed by OAR chapter Are part of a

series of m;plorationeAaL will help educators understand

how equality of educational opportunity can take place in

racially integrated sdhool8. ;

.4
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APPENDIX A

KILL THE BULL.

"Kill the Bull" is a bond game of strategy played

by a group of four petsons. It consists of numerous paths

leading from "Start" to "Goal." The object of the game

is.to reach the goal in as few moves as possible and to.

score as many points as possible. The instructions are

as follow:

1. There are fourteen turns, or throws of the

die, to reach the goal. More than fourteen

turns will lose. 011 accUmulated points.

. 2, The group may move in any direction it wishes.

All decisions as to which path to take must

be group decisions.

3. Each path i3 divided into numbered squares,

Red num'oers win pointe fo:: the team. Blue

numbers lose po:t.nb; for the tIlin, Pink num-

bers with double mtnus signs (- ) lose a turn

for the'teum. Brcwn numbers with double plus

signs (I+) add an extra turn for the tenm,
II

4. If the team does not reach the goal within

fourteen moves it loses all of its accumulated

points,

.85
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APPENDIX B

STUDENT CONTRACT

foromise for one month

not to tell anyone about the Stanford Education Study,

in which I, , just participated,

If I, and the other students live

up to this agreement, then I willreceiye one dollar

as a payment for participation in this study.

Payment will be made when the study has ended

at my school.

Om.

Researcher

"86



APPEWOIX C

RELIABILITY OF OBSERVERS

An important technical question concerns the

reliability of the observers. The discussion on relia-

bility focuses on the main behavioral measure taken dur-

ing the -game of strategy --an initiation index as an

indicator of the power and prestige order.

Statistics for measuring the reliability of two

observers vary in rigor and strength. The approach taken

in this appendix has been to consider th© nature of the

data that wieanalyzed and then consider an appropriate

reliability measure as,a means of gauging a degree of

confidence in the date.

For example, the main hypothesis to be tested is

that an experimental treatment had a differential effect

from a control treatment on subjects defined as low status.

One of the statistics used to make this comparison

involved rank orders on initiation rates for black and

white subjects.

The procedure used to obtain the values reported

in the research was to average the results of two inde-

pendent observers. Several questions should be answered.

Now reliable are these observers with each other when
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ranking individuals in a group on.initiation? With regard

to data on rank orders the following sub-questions will

be answered in order to nnswer the larger question con- .

corning reliability.

1. How many groups did both observers agree perfectly

On the rank order of black and white subjects?

AO .

Table A..=m0 1
A 4.mgm .

No. of Group in which 2 inde4
Nor of pendent observers had perfect
Groups a3reement on rank orders

111..11111=1.m. .4
Experimental

. ' .

Control

3.4 5

14 11

vpmal.11mrwm.Ilme..........1=............m

The results show that much greater perfect agree-
. a

ment was reached among the control condition groups.

This makes sense since the control condition allows dif-; -.

ferentiation to take place in group performance according

to the status characteristic expectations without inter-

vention. In the experimental condition, with an interven-

tion raising low status .behavior, the data is more likely

to be similar for all subjects in a group and thus, a

greater chance factor for observers to disagree.

2. Among the rank order disagreements according to

observers how many involved group members of the some

race And how many involved mpmbors of different races?
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Table B

No. of Cases in which
No. of Cases involving disagreement involves

disagreement among sub ects of
2 indep, observers ace ce Draraira

Experimental 9 4 7

Control 3 1 2...180
This is important because we want to know if the

reported differences between control and experimental

groups could have occurred by, chance alone favoring one

racial grou0 Systematically. When disagreements about

rank order position occur among group members within the

same race category, then the data on rank order positions

is not influenced.

Among the groups where observers differed in

ranking. members of different races we want to know if the

bias favored one racial group,

Table C

No. of Cases where 2 inde-
pendent observers differ No. of. Cases fays.t.11-
involving afferent races UETEa ac..1

Experimental 7 . 5 2

Control 2 2 0
...V.

The situation for the control groups is trivial.

Only two subjects are involved and only one rank order has
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been displaced in each case. Both situations favored

the white subject. In other words the observer who scored

the white subjects higher did so more than the other

observer who scored the black subject higher. The slight

bias suggests that the difference reported between black..

and white subject rank orders (see Table 1, p. 43) should

be'slightly less than our table shows, but only by a very

small amount.

In the experimental condition there was a greater.

frequency of disagreement between observers over ranking

members of different races. The results when averaged

almost always favored the white subjects. Therefore the

effect we showed in Table 1, page 43 was possibly not as-

'strong as it might have. been with less observer bias. fIn

other words the treatment was potentially more effective

for low-status individuals than our averaged tables will

show. Again this potential bias did not affect in any

significant way the overall results.

3. Vow many times did observers agree about the rank

brder of individuals?

Table D

Experimental

Control

Agree
Bieck Whtte . Mack White

Disagree

15 2/

25 21

13 7

3
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Table D shows the very high agroeznont reached by.

observers in the control conditions. In the experimental

condition observers have considerable difficulty agreeing

on rank orders for black subjects. The simplest explana-

tion is that as the data comes closer together among indi-

viduals random error is going to be greater.

Since the problem is mainly with the black sub-

jects in the experimental condition one might argue that

some kind of observer-subject interaction is taking place.

Of the thirteen disagreements) seven involved black-white

differences, the implications of which have been discussed

in Table C.

In summary, the agreement on rank order position

was good for control and experimental conditions. The

tables do suggest that in the intervention situation

where equal status interaction is more likely to occur

(see Table 10, page 72), that there is a greater proba-

bility for disagreements in rank order to take place.

In addition to rank order data several tables

Were presented to show differences between conditions and

races on the basis of total initiation rates, The question

Of relilbility in this case is how confident are we in the

an numbers for each racial-group or experimental cendi-

Hen. Two sub-questions come under this larger question.

How frequently did observers see the some act and assign

it to the same person? Are the proportional distributions
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of acts to individuals in a group appoximately the same

for both observers?

Answers to the.° questions are important. The

data were averaged from the two observers to arrive at a

mean score result for each individual. We would like to

be confident we are averaging population samples from

similar universes.

Now frequently did observers see the same set and

assign it to the same person? The most severe teat of

. reliability, and one tut no one has ever followed to my

knowledge, would be an act-by-act comparison between the

two observers. This breaks down as soon as one observer

misses an act and, the sequence of comparison i: broken.

A more relaxed concept of reliability would be to

compare the number of acev attributed to a subject during

a given time period. For each subject, $1, there exists

two scores -a score from each obberver IS 0 021.
1 1' 2

Whichever score is greater becomes a donominatOr and the

smaller score becomes a numerator. This fraction of 1

9101

w1w2
represents the number of common acts scored and

attributed to the same subject. The more frequently this

ratio is computed the more confident we are that observers

are actually scoring the some act to the same person, The

.greatest confidence would come from in actby-act oompari*

son which is impossible under current techniques and the

least confidence would come from comparing a total game



score for each individual by observer. The statistic

presented here is a compromise of the two situations.

Data were analyzed for every four turns during the game

of 'strategy. In other words the total initiation rate

J40 broken down into 'three divisions of the game -a

beginning period, middle period, and final period. The.
per cent of agreement was computed by summing the results

.for each of four individuals during three different seg-

ments of the game of strategy. The total sum represents

the degree of agreement on acts scored and acts attrib-

.

"Uted by two independent observers.

Table E

PRR CENT OF AGREEMENT BETWEEN 2 INDEPENDENT OBSERVERS
M4 SCORING ACTS O' INITIATION

No. of Groups AR
which agreement was

greater than No. of Groups

100 per cent 0
93 ..1
90 8
ee IL$$$$$ OS
80 . ISS 3
75 46 664 SS SIDS 0
70 OOOOO 66 0 0
63 0
60 . 6.6 O a.

Total 27

NOTE: Results from one group missing.

The data shows that a high and consistent degree

of agreement was reached on all groups except onegroup

number two. The explanntion for the poor results to be
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offered on this one group is that our observers were still

new at the task and a misunderstanding took place over

rules for scoring interaction. /n that group one observer

scored one and one-half times as many acts as the other

observer. When that happens either one observer is too

slow, the other is too fast, or the rules for scoring

interaction were unciccr. The last explanation seems to

hold since all other groups were scored relatively tonsiat-

ently after some discussion occurred reviewing the rules

of scoring interaction after game number two.

The finely test for reliability was a chi square

test on the distribution of total acts to each of four

group members. instead of preSenting data on all groups

X have.chosen three groups as representative of the data.

Group 9 This iOup had the second highest rate

of agreement among obs?rvers, 94.6%. The raw data were

as follow:

ALA A1-2 KU WA
Observer 1 28 24 54 43

Observer 2 28 24 59 42

Chi square value for this group was .116 and with

three degrees of freedom there is a .99 probability that

the observers were not scoring a different set of data.

Group 2 - This group has already been mentioned

as having the lotiest percehtage of agreement among
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observers, 66.4%. Also there was a rank order disagree-

ment between the two observers. Raw data looked like

the following:

NA B1-2; mw:14 Vitt-2

Observer 1 19 26 16 28

Observer 2 16 47 27 47

The chi square wilt..., for these two Observers was

3.85 and there is a .27 probability that, the observers

were scoring the same interaction. That is a low proba-

bility but not necessarily so bad that the data must be

rejected.

Group I was picked as a group with observer agree-

ment in the middle (rank = 16) at 88.7%. Raw data were

as follows

. kluel $1-2 Wh-1
°LI.

'Observer 1 25 23 26 38

observer 2 30. 24 24 25

The chi square value for this group was 2.84 or a,

probability of .45 that our observers were scoring the

same behavfor.

In summary, the overall reliability of our observers'

was good on the measures used for tehavior in this study.

Our measures of behavior are not complex and thus it should

be expected that the reliability of observers to agree on
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rank order position and total acts initiated should be

very satisfactory. I believe the data supports the con-

tention that the results are satisfactorily reliable

among two independent observers.

Whore differences occurred I attempted to check

for any racial bias which would Influence our study. In

the experimental condition there was f-cme probibility of

bias against the black subjects and thus the strength of

our expectation :raining results wore weakona but by no

mane lost in the final analysis.


